Introduction and main results
Part of'this work was done while the author was a Visiting professor at Stanford University. is preferred according as 9~Q l or Q~9 2 " and that neither decision is strongly preferred if 9 1 < 9 < 02. If we require that the probability of a wrong decision does not exceed 01 (a 2 ) if Q~9 1 (9~02)' the condition of the pre-, ceding paragraph will be satisfied. (In many :lmportant cases a test which satisfies the latter condition also satisfies the forme~) It is known L-J:.4J that Wald's sequential probability ratio (SPR) test for testing Q l against Q2' with error probabilities equal toa l and 02' minimizes the expected sample size at these two parameter values. In typical cases its expected sample size is largest when Q is between 01 and 02 (that is" when neither decision is strongly preferred), and in general there eXist tests whose expected sample size at these inter- An extension of (1.1) to the case of a.n arbitrary f o bas been given by the author f:6J: In the proof of (1.4) it will be assumed that, in addition to the existence of the integrals in (1.5) and (1.6), except perhaps on a set of probability zero under f , and that the will be assumed that N < 00, that is, vo+"'l+ ....=l, with probability cF thõ ne when the common probability density f independent random variables
.. is anyone of the functions f o ,fl'f 2 • We note that the probability of making decision' d 2 when fef'i equals
The probability densityn~=l f i (X j ) with respect to the product measure JA.n (n > 1) will be written f i for short. It will -,n be convenient to define
in.accordance with the convention that an "empty' product is equal to 1.
Similarly, the empty sum~J=l with n=O, is defined to be O. The notation (~) will serve to denote any terminal decision rule such
The following lemmas will be needed. Lemmas 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6
will be used in the proof of inequality (1.3), Lemmas To prove these three lemmas we note that for any test (v n ' 9'n)
with equality for 9'n =~" n=1,2"... This proves Lemma 1.
It the condition of Lemma 2 is satisfied, we can write min (f l "n"f 2 "n) = Lmin (f l .9 n ' f 2 ,n) lt o .9 n -lto ,n in the integrand in (2.6),which 'implies Lemma 2.
Finally, using (2~6)" The proof is by induction.
Lemma 6. If 0~d j~1 , J a 1, ..., n, theñ
Jal~-a=1T he sign of equality is attained if and only if all but at most one of
Lemma. 6, with the condition for equality, follows from the identity
iil~.1=1~ma2 m ,,_); Lemma I. If U is a random variable, E(e U )~eE(U) whenever the expectations exist. The sign of equality holds if and only if U is equal to a constant with probability one. The first case is where the densities are arbitrary, subject only to (4.2), but the values~and 0: 2 are such that they can be attained as error probabilities with a test which requires at most one observation (N9-), and if an observation x is taken, decision
Proof. Let V • U -E(U
The second case in which equality in (4.4) is attained is where, in addition to (4.2), the set € = {x I fo(x)=f l (X)=f 2 Then with the test just described, perhaps preceded by a randomized decision as to whether to take at least one observation, any error probabilities can be attained (a l~0 , 02~0, 01 + a 2~1 ). Moreover, the maximum with respect to all real 9 of the expected sample size of th1stest when the density is g(x-9) is attained when Q is between Q l and where D is the measure of discrepancy between two distributions which appears in the denominators of (Ll) and (4.4), and f! denotes the diS.t ribution on the two points d l ,d 2 of the decisi.on space such that the probability assigned to d j is the probability of ma'king decision d j when f=f i ; more precisely, ft is the probability density with respect to a measure p* such that~*(di=~*(d2)=1 and l-f!(d l )=fI(d 2 )=a l ,
It will be seen in section 7 that inequality (1.3) can be deduced from a lower bound for the average risk of a general sequential procedure. However, the direct proof given in section 3 makes it easier to determine the conditions for equality.
15 5. Proof of inequality (1.4). We assume that the integrals t 1 , t 2 and T 2 in (1.5) and(l.6) exist and that the conditions (107) and ( To obtain an idea of how close the bound in (1.4) can come to the minimum attainable value of Eo(N), we shall consider the following special case. Let f i be the normal probability density with variance 1 and mean 9 i , w~ere~o 0, e l =- § a.nd~>o. Then t l =t 2 =e 2 /2, '1'=28, and inquality (1.4) becomes 7. Lower bounds for the average risk In this section a sequence of increasingly better lower bounds for the average risk of a general sequential procedure will be derived. Under certain conditions these bounds converge to the minimum average risk. They are similar to the bounds given by
Blackwell and Girshick,~4_7 and will be obtained as a consequence of results of Wald and Wolfowitz 113_7 which are also contained in Wald I s book £12.-7.
In slight extension of the assumptions in £13_7 and £4_7, the cost per observation will be allowed to depend on the parameter; due to this assumption the bounds can be used to obtain lower bounds for the expected sample size (see section 8).
The random variables Xl' X 2 , ••• are assumed to be independent with a common probability density f O with respect to a~-finite measure~, where the parameter 0 is contained in a space 1-2. To simplify the exposition, the as- n--n Remark 2. The integral in (7.9) is the risk of the (fixed sample size)
Bayes procedure based on n observations when c(O) == o. Thus condition (7.9)
is satisfied for all g if the maximum expected loss of some decision rule based on n observations tends to 0 as n -> (I). An upper bound for the in~egral in (7.9) (which, in turn, is an upper bound for Pn(l;) • p~(s» for the case of finite 1-2 is given in Theorem 2 below.
Remark 3. In section 8 it will be shown that the inequality pes) > pl(S) implies inequality (1.3). The discussion in section 4 shows -0 . . that equality in p(~) > pl(S) is attained in special cases.
-0
Proof of Theorem 1. Since pes) = inf a~r (O,a)ds and
we have
• (This is essentially equivalent to inequality (3.22) of ["13_7.) Hence , by (7.1), if pes) < po(g), then pes)~~-lc(s). Therefore p(~)~p~(s). It now follows from (7.1) and (7.6) by induction that pes) > pl(~) for all n > O.
n
To complete the proof of (7.7) we now show that
It can be seen in a similar way as in the proof of (7.11) that Hence, by (7.6) with n =1,
It is readily shown that the right side of this inequality is equal to p~(e). Thus (7.12) is proved for n =1. For n = 2" " ••• the result follows by induction from (7.6).
To prove the remaining part of the theorem, we first observe that , the risk function in the modified problem, it can be seen that the minimUm of r'(t,8) for 8 in 6' is equal to pf(~) as defined by (7.5) and (7.6).
n n Since p'{s) < pee) < p (~)" (7.8) will be proved if we show that SQ>' where A = 1 -Jmin(f o ,f l ,f 2 )dp. The ratio in (8.1) with n = 0 is maximized by letting gl =~=X-lg o ' and the resulting inequality is equivalent to (1.3).
